Wide-band Matching Technique for VHF and GPS dual antenna set

ABSTRACT
The development of science and technology in recent years, the maximization gradually of fishing boat, and it catch technology progress day by day too, cause global total catch increase over 100 million metric tons suddenly and violently, make global fishery resources deficient day by day. So in order to strengthen fishery's resource management of high seas, guarantee the continuous utilization of marine fishery resources, the United Nations require that should install the monitoring system of fishing boat in the fishing boat of its water areas work had (Vessel Monitoring System; VMS) , In order to monitor the boat. The system antenna is use GPS antenna. The frequency band of the communication among fishing boat and fishing boat is VHF frequency band, So design an antenna which accords with the fishing boat communication for fishing boat communication, the structure of the antenna uses Sleeve dipole form, and combine GPS antenna with Sleeve dipole antenna, for save volume. Because the impedance between two antennas not match, has used Transformer in order to overcome the f impedance not match. Combine the GPS and VHF dual band antenna. Finally combine two antennas, sleeve dipole and GPS antenna to one antenna. Reduce the user volume successful.
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